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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a complex m X n matrix of rank r and with Moore-Penrose inverse A’. 
If 
are partitioned so that Ai, is mi X ni and B,, is n, X mi with m = m, + m2, 
n = n, + n2, and if the row nullity of a matrix is denoted by TJ( .), then 
INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a complex m x n matrix of rank r and with Moore-Penrose 
inverse A’. Suppose that 
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are partitioned so that Aii is mi X ni, B,, is ni X mi, Gii is mi x mi, and Hii 
is ni X ni with m = m, + m2, n = nl + n2. If the row nullity of a matrix is 
denoted by q(e), then we show below that 
- Cm - r) + dG22) + dH22) G dB22) - 6411) 
G (n - r) -v(G) - v7(Hll). 
In particular, -(m - r) < n(B,,) - q(AI1) Q n - r; consequently, if m = r 
then q(A,,) < ~(B,,), if n = r then q(B& < TJ(A,,), and if m = n = r then 
n(%2) = r~(Aii). 
The proof of these inequalities depends upon the fact that A and A’ may 
be identified with invertible r X r matrices R and R _ ’ such that A iI 
corresponds to a submatrix of R with the same rank and B,, corresponds to a 
submatrix of R- ’ with the same rank. The inequalities then follow from 
known relationships between the nullities of the submatrices of R and R-l. 
THE MAIN RESULTS 
LEMMA. Let V be a complex T X n matrix such that W * = I,. lf 
V = (Vi, V,) is a partition such that Vi is r X n, and V, is r X n2 with 
n = n, + n2, then 
(a) the singular values of V, do not exceed 1, and 
(b) there exist unitary matrices P, Q1, and Qz of sizes r X r, n, x n,, and 
n2 X n2, respectively, such that V = PYdg(Q,, Qz) with 
i 1s 0 010 0 0 \ 
v= 0 D, 0 0 ; (zt-Dy2 0 > 
0 0 0:o 0 L-, , 
where s is the number of singular values of Vi that are equal to 1, and D, is 
the diagonal t X t matrix whose diagonal entries consist of the t nonzero 
singular values of V, that are strictly less than 1. Moreover, t = rank Vi* V, 
and s + t = rankV,*V,. 
Proof. (a): By the singular value decomposition theorem (see, for exam- 
ple, [4, p. 2811 or [5, p. 3271) let P and Qi be unitary of size r X r and 
n, X nl, respectively, such that Vi = Pdg( D,,O) Q1, with D, a positive 
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definite, diagonal, u x u matrix. Since W * = I,, then 
is nonnegative definite; in particular, the singular values of V, cannot 
exceed 1. 
(b): Next, it is now evident that V, admits a singular value decomposition 
v=p ’ (‘,L-%)~‘~ ’ 
2 
i 
2' 
0 0 Z 
Q 
T ,, 
where Q2 is unitary and n2 X n2. The desired factorization of V then follows 
by writing D,, = dg(Z,, 0,) where s is the number of singular values of V, 
that are equal to 1, and t = u - s is the number that are not zero but less 
than 1. Clearly, t = rank V,* V, and s + t = u = rank V,* V,. n 
THEOREM. Let A be a complex m X n matrix of rank T and with 
Moore-Penrose inverse A’. Suppose that 
are partitioned so that A,, is mi x ni, Bii is ni X mi, Gii is mi X mi, and Hii 
is n, x ni with m = m, + m2, n = n1 + n2. Then there exists an invertible 
r X r matrix 
R= 1::: ii :,] with R-‘=[$ i! ::;I, 
where the rows of R and the columns of R-’ are partitioned into blocks of 
respective size 
rank G,, - rank G,,, rank G 12, r - rank G,,, 
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and the columns of R and the rows of R-l are partitioned into blocks of 
respective size 
rank H,, - rank Hi,, rank H,,, r - rank H,,, 
such that 
rank A ii = rank rank B,, = rank 
Proof. Let A = U *DV be a singular value decomposition with VV * = 
1,=WJ* and with D an invertible r x r diagonal matrix. In particular, 
A’ = V *D-‘U. By the Lemma, let V= PYdg(Q,, Q,) with P, Q1, and Q2 
unitary of sizes r X r, n1 X nl, and n2 X n2, respectively, and Y is given as 
above; in particular, since H = A’A = V *V, then the rows of Y are parti- 
tioned into blocks of respective size 
rank H,, - rank H,,, rank H,, , r - rank H,,. 
Similarly, let U = Q@dg(P,, P2) with Q, P,, and P2 unitary of sizes r x r, 
m 1 x m,, and m2 X m2, respectively, and with % in the form described by 
the Lemma; since G = AA’ = U *U, then the rows of @ are partitioned into 
blocks of respective size 
rank G,, - rank G,,, rank G i2, r - rank G,,. 
Now, if R = Q * DP is partitioned as prescribed above, since 
then it follows that 
rank A ii = rank 
A similar argument on R - ’ = P *D ‘Q completes the proof of the Theorem. 
W 
If the matrix A is invertible, then A’ = A- ’ and it is known that 
r~(Aii) = n(B,,). (See [I, P. 2291 or 131; compare [6]; alternative proofs of this 
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fact may also be given either by use of Jacobi’s formula for minors of the 
inverse matrix (see, for example, [7, p. 771) or by use of the Frobenius rank 
equality [2].) This special case is now used to establish bounds on the 
difference between these nullities in general. 
COROLLARY. Let the conditions be as in the Theorem. Then 
- (m-r)+ T@~~)+ v(Hze) Q @,,) - vI(A,,) 
Q (n - r) - v(Gll) - v(Hll). 
Proof. By applying the preceding observation to the Theorem, 
Rll Rl2 
&%.3)=~ R 
i i 
R ’ 
21 22 
Consequently, 
< n2 - rank S, - m, + rank 
= n2 - [(r - rank Hll) - v(G)] 
= n2 - r + rank H,, - mr + rank G,, 
= n-r-(n,- rankH,,) -(ml-- rankG,,) 
= (n - r) - n(Hrr) - ~(Grr). 
By reversing the roles of A,, and I?,,, the other inequality is similarly 
obtained. n 
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We remark that, by use of matrix transposes, an analogous inequality 
about column nullities may also be given. 
Furthermore, we note that AA’ and A’A may both be constructed from a 
given matrix A without the explicit determination of A’ itself. For example, if 
the rows of a matrix M form an orthonormal basis of the row space of A, 
then AtA = M *M. Consequently, the inequalities of the Corollary may be 
used to determine bounds on, say, q(B,,) given q( A,,) without the explicit 
calculation of B,, itself. 
We conclude this paper with two examples. First, if A = 0, then all three 
terms of the inequality of the Corollary have the same value n, - m,. Second, 
if A = dg(I,,O) and m,, n1 < r < min{ m, n}, then all three terms of the 
inequality have the same value n - r. 
The author expresses appreciation to the referee for several suggestions 
that simplified the presentation of this paper. 
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